Fifteen Enthralling Episodes

CHAPTER TITLES

1. "DANGEROUS MEN"
2. "THE MYSTERY SHIP"
4. "THE FATAL PLUNGE"
5. "CHARACTERS OF THE DEEP"
6. "WHEELS OF DEATH"
7. "WOLVES OF THE NIGHT"
8. "SHARK'S FANG"
9. "MIDNIGHT MENACE"
10. "HIDDEN PERIL"
11. "THE PHANTOM TREASURE"

Terry Navarro, the Santa Clara agent of the Carwell Shipping Company, arrives at a desert port to deliver some valuable papers to Mr. Carwell. Dorothy Dale and Walter Prescott, American secret service operatives, also try to intercept the papers believing that they will have significant weight in stopping smugglers who are using the Carwell ships. Hackett, another of Carwell's agents, arrives after the papers. Andor Teslenko, bonded by Ali Ben Abi, is also after the papers. Terry tries to escape, but chased by Abi, he makes a leap into the sea from a tall balcony. His fall seems to spell his death.

Terry is saved by a passing motor boat. He goes to Carwell's house and meets two young detectives in the case, Rolf Jensen, head of the smugglers. Terry is only seized. In the meantime, the boat on the Sea Cliff has murdered and thrown their captain, Shark Malone, overboard. He is washed up half-shock on the shore of Terry's beach. Threatening Terry, he warns him that his men don't plan to stop Terry. They have been following Hackett, suspecting of some dirty dealings. His men are a plant, and, after his car swerves up to a bridge, the bridge opens, and Dorothy is flown into the water.

Terry is rescued by his friend, Vic. He reports to Carwell that the papers have been stolen. That night, at a ride, Carwell gets a note instructing him to bring his horse and fly to the Mason's Camp, where he will be given the papers. Carwell gets a ride on a horse, andaton the shore of Terry's beach, he finds Martin Teslenko and Hackett. Martin Teslenko and Dolores Carwell are the owners of two warehouses. Carwell learns that Terry has been following Hackett, suspecting of some dirty dealings. His men are a plant, and, after his car swerves up to a bridge, the bridge opens, and Dorothy is flown into the water.

Terry visits his father, who tells him that he has inherited a railroad company. Without more ado, he sets off on a journey to Chicago. Terry: Elad, it's a lovely day. Elad: Yes, it's a lovely day. Terry: I'm off for Chicago. Elad: Are you sure you want to go? Terry: Yes, I'm sure.

Carwell is stunned, but unhurt. He draws his revolver and calls the police. Terry: Elad, I'm off for Chicago. Elad: Are you sure you want to go? Terry: Yes, I'm sure.

Dorothy manages to save Terry from the bandits. In the course of the fight, Dorothy makes a deal with the bandits: they will let her go if she can help them in the next fight. Dorothy: Elad, I'm off for Chicago. Elad: Are you sure you want to go? Terry: Yes, I'm sure.

Terry and Dorothy are forced to keep moving. They find a way out to the Sea of Galle and hide themselves, aided by Prescott. Prescott tries to take over the bandits. Hackett is in trouble, having been captured by the bandits. Hackett tries to make Maloney give him the papers, but Maloney is not interested. Hackett makes a getaway and steals the papers. But Terry is hot on his trail. The men gang up on Terry, and he gets Prescott's car and escapes with the men after him. There is a furious chase with Terry losing ground. The car collides, and the impact throws them over a cliff.

After the crash, Terry takes the papers from Hackett's man. Prescott and Dorothy manage to get the papers to the secret service. Terry rides his motor to the railroad station. Hackett, locked in the station, is captured by the police.